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UNION CATALOG
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Statement of

Work

 
Auto-Graphics, Inc. will build a database between 2 and 2.5 million records
with related item records which will include a 583 “Action Note” field within
each record. SHAREit will serve as the underlying record repository and

record management system as well as a resource sharing management system
for the up to 40 institutions wishing to join the pilot project. Auto-Graphics

will supply technical and general software support as well as bibliographic
management services (staff and resources) to manage the central Shared Print
collection. This will be a pilot for 12 months and can be lengthened through a

mutual agreement. While a pilot the system has unlimited expansion to
accommodate more institutions joining..

For the purposes of building the Shared Print collection the contents of the
583 should be moved to an item/holding record attached to the base MARC

record to preserve the “action notes” or retention policies for each institution
participant.



SCELC SHARP Shared Print

Discovery

SHARP site: https://sharp.agshareit.com/?cid=SHARP&lid=SHARP



SCELC SHARP Shared Print

Discovery

SHARP site: https://sharp.agshareit.com/?cid=SHARP&lid=SHARP



Project

Milestones 

Identify participants.
Participants complete forms re: ILS system, record format and contacts
Participants complete record processing forms
A-G: provide FTP site for MARC record extracts from SCELC members.
A-G: will create SHAREit system and add participant information
Participating members isolate and extract in MARC bibliographic records that include 583

A-G: will review with planning group and participants each participant’s extract for all data and will build
a match routine in consultation with SCELC central staff.
A-G will match based on the criteria and build the physical union database, indexed, and provide a URL

A-G: Discovery layer will provide branding and library specific information.
A-G: System will provide availability links for participating libraries.
A-G: Record download and export will be added.
A-G: SHAREit ILL sub system will be linked to 856 record retention allowing member libraries to use ILL

A-G: All usage statistics will be modified to allow for 856 record retention tracking for member libraries

 A-G/SCELC: Training for Discovery, ILL subsystem, FTP record upload, record download, UX admin, user

       retention commitment statements 

       to SCELC for data review.

       system for item borrowing and lending.

       and SCELC as a whole.

       administration, PAC administration and central admin training. 
 
 



CONCLUSIONS

 

 



Thank you

AUTO-GRAPHICS
SCELC SHARED PRINT 
AND RESOURCE SHARING COMMITTEES



Questions

Contact me:
Linda@SCELC.org


